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The well known Shannon entroy -Cpk logp, satisfies the inequality 
-xpk logp, Q - xpk log qk. Extensive studies have been made on the inequality 
x pkfk(qk) <x:p,f&,) which contains the above inequality as a special case. In 
this paper, we consider the most general inequality zggk(pk)fk(pk)> 
xgk(pk),fk(qk) of the above type and obtain its general solution on an open 
domain. ‘0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. I~vTR~DuCTI~N 
Let ~~={P=(P=(~,,P~,...,P~))O<P~<~,C;=,P~=~} and A,= 
{P=(p,,p,,...,p,)lP~djj, p1bp2> ... BP,}. Let R be the set of real 
numbers and R, = {XE R 1 x > O}. The Shannon entropy H,(P) = 
-1; _ , pk log, pk satisfies the inequality 
- i Pk “g, Pk G - i pk log, qk, 
k=l k=l 
where (p,,p2, . . . . p,) E Al), (q,, q2, . . . . q,) E djl. This inequality is known as 
the Shannon inequality [3]. The above inequality can be expressed in the 
form 
(1.1) 
where (Pl,p2, . . ..P.,) and (sly q2, . . . . qn) are in AH, andf(p)=log,p. 
The inequality (1.1) is referred to as the Shannon functional inequality. 
There are several interpretations of the Shannon functional inequality. One 
of the interpretations is connected with the problem “how to keep the 
expert honest” [2]. Suppose an expert is asked to give his (or her) estima- 
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tions on a certain probability distribution regarding the occurrence of some 
events. He gives this as (y,. yz, . . . . CJ,,) while his (subjective) probabilities for 
the occurrence of the same events are (p, , pz, . . . . p,,). If he agrees to be paid 
only after the occurrence of the event and that his payoff will be,f’(q,) if the 
kth event happens, then his expected earnings will be z; =, pk.f(qk). In 
order to keep the expert honest, it is natural to choose the payoff function 
f so that the expert’s expected earnings will be maximum if he has given 
his probabilities. Hence (1.1) holds. Inequality (1.1) can also be given a 
nice interpretation in connection with the reproducing scoring system 
(Weber [ 143). 
The inequality 
k$l Pkfk(qk) G i Pkh(Pk) 
k:l 
(1.2) 
is a generalization of (1.1). The Shannon functional inequality ( 1.1) was 
extensively studied (see [l-3, 7-9, 12, 131) assuming various regularity 
conditions on the unknown function J The general solution of (1.2) was 
given in [S] without assuming any regularity conditions on fk and it was 
shown that the solutions fk of the inequality (I .2) are of the form 
fib)= clog, ~+b,, p E 10, 1 [, k = 1, 2, . . . . n; n > 2, 
where ~20 b, are arbitrary constants. The inequality 
(1.3) 
a generalization of (1.1 ), was treated in [lo] and some variations of (1.1) 
were investigated in [ 111. In this paper, we determine the general solution 
of the inequality 
: &(Pk)fk(qk) G i gk(Pk)fk(Pk)> 
k= I k=l 
(1.4) 
when it holds for n > 2, without assuming any regularity conditions on the 
functions fk. The inequalities (1.1 ), (1.2), and (1.3) are special cases of 
(1.4). We will provide an application of (1.4) to find the solution of an 
inequality connected with the generalized problem of “how to keep the 
inset expert honest” [ 15 J. 
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2. SOLUTION OF THE INEQUALITY (1.4) 
We will prove the following theorem adopting the method found in [S]. 
THEOREM 1. Let fk : [0, 1 [ + R be real valued functions and g,: 
10, 1 [ --f R + be positive and strictly increasing continuous functions for every 
k (k = 1, 2, . . . . n). For all P, Q E Ajl, suppose fk and g, satisfy the functional 
inequality 
for arbitrary but fixed n 2 3. Then each fk is a monotone increasing function 
and differentiable everywhere. Further, there exist constants c > 0, 
a E 10, 1 [I, b,, b,, . . . . b, such that 
fdp)=c~~$+bk (k= 1, 2, . . ..n) (2.1) 
The converse is also true. 
Proof: Let p, =q, q1 =q, and p,=q, for all i>2 in (1.4). Then after 
simplification, we get 
where p+p2=r=q+q2, for r E IO, 1 [I. The above inequality is equivalent 
to 
g,(P)Cf,(P) -fi(9)l 2g2(r-P)CfAr- 4) -f&-PI1 (2.2) 
for all p, q E 10, r[ and r E 10, 1 [. The domain on which (2.2) holds is 
symmetric in p and q. Thus interchanging p and q in (2.2), we obtain 
gl(q)Cf,(q)-.fi(~)l ~g,(r-94)Cfi(r-p)-fi(r-4)1. (2.3) 
Since g, is positive, multiplying (2.2) by g,(r - q) and (2.3) by g,(r -p), we 
get 
sl(P)g,(r-9)Cf‘,(p)-f,(9)lkg~(r-p)g~(r-9)Cf~(r-9)-f~(r-p)l 
(2.4) 
and 
sl(4)g,(r-p)[Ifi(9)-fi(P)l ~:g,(r-p)g,(r-9rl.)Cfi(r-P)-f2(r-q)l, 
(2.5) 
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respectively. Now by adding (2.4) and (2.5) one obtains 
(R,(P)Xr(r-Y)-K,(Y)g:z(r-P))(.J;(P)~.~,(Y))30. (2.6) 
Let us choose p and q in 10, r[ such that p > q, Since g, and gz are strictly 
increasing, g,(p)g>(r-q)-g,(q)g>(r-p) >O. Hence from (2.6) we con- 
clude that for rr E 10, 1 [, p, q E 10, r[ whenever p > q,f,(p) >,f;(q). That is, 
f, is increasing on the interval 10, 1 [. Similarly,f, is monotonically increas- 
ing on 10, 1 [. 
Also from (2.2) and (2.3) one obtains 
gz(r-P)f*(‘-q)-fz(~-P)~f;(P)-,J,(q) 
‘t?,(P) (y-q)-(V-P) P-4 
<g2(r - 4) fdr - 4) -fAr -P) 
g,(q) (r-q)-(r-p) ’ 
(2.7) 
Thus, from (2.7) if,f2 is differentiable at r-p, then fr is differentiable at p. 
Then 
sl(p)fi(p)=gdr-p)fXr-P). (2.8) 
In other words, iff, is not differentiable at p, then fi is not differentiable 
at any r -PE 10, 1 -p[. But this is impossible: since f2 is monotonic 
increasing, f2 is almost everywhere differentiable. Therefore, ,f, is 
everywhere differentiable and (2.8) holds for all p E 10, r[. Since r is 
arbitrary in 10, 1 [, it is easy to see that (2.8) holds for all p E 10, 1 [. 
Similarly fi and all fk (k > 2) are differentiable. Since (2.8) is true for every 
r in 10, l[, letting s = r-p in (2.8), we get 
g,(p)f i(P) =s*(.~).fXJ) = ‘ (constant). (2.9) 
Since g, is positive, (2.9) yields 
f;(p)=&. 
I 
Thus (2.10) provides 
where c, a, and 6, are constants. Similarly, 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
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where c, a, and b, are constants for k = 1,2, . . . . n. Since each fk is increasing 
c 3 0 and since p E 10, 1 [, therefore a > 0. This completes the “only if” part 
of the theorem. 
What follows next is the proof of the “if” part of the theorem. Consider 
,g, gk(Pk)Cfk(Pk) -fk(qk)l 
= kc, gk(Pk) Jqy ---&j dt (using (2.1)) 
Since g, is monotonically increasing, gk(pk) k gk(t) for pk > t k qk and 
gk(pk) <gk(t) for pk < t d qk. Thus, since c 30, from (2.13), one obtains 
(2.14) 
Thus (2.1) satisfies (1.4). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 1. If g is strictly decreasing and does not change sign, then 
Theorem 1 is also valid (with c d 0). 
COROLLARY 1 (Acztl et al. [5]). The inequality 
(2.15) 
holds-for one n > 3 andfor all P, Q E Ajj if, and only if, there exists constants 
c-20, b,, b,, ,,., 6, such that 
h(P) = C 1% Pk + bk. (2.16) 
Furthermore the right hand side of inequality (2.16) is equal to 
c ,i, Pk 1og2 Pk + i bk!‘k. 
k=l 
Proof Letting g,(p)=p and using (2.1) one obtains (2.16). This com- 
pletes the proof of the corollary. 
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The following theorem shows that even if the domain of the inequality 
(1.4) is restricted to A,,, Theorem 1 is still valid. 
THEOREM 2. Letf; und g, be d&ned us in Theorem 1. J/:fk clnd g, satis/:\, 
(1.4) ,for all P, Q E A,, and n 2 3, then euch ,f; is monotone increasing, 
dtfferentiuhle everywhere, and given b?! (2. I ). 
ProoJ: Choose P and Q in A, such that p, >pz >p3, y, >q,>q,, and 
pi = q, for all i = 3, 4, . . . . n. Further letting p, =p, q, = q in (1.4) we get 
gl(P)f;(4)+g,(r-p)f,(r-q)6g,(p).f,(p)+g,(r-p),f,(r-p), 
wherep+p,=r=q+q,, r= 1 -(n-2)p3, andp,E]O, l[. It is easy to see 
that the above inequality holds for all p and q in the open interval 
J := ] p3, 1 - (n - 2) p3[. Now following the proof of Theorem 1 we get Eq. 
(2.6) for all p and q in J. Choosing p and q appropriately and using the 
monotonicity of g, and g, one can easily show following the arguments of 
the proof of Theorem 1, that fk is an increasing function in J. Now letting 
pj close to 0, we see that ,fk is increasing in 10, I[. The rest of the proof 
follows in a manner similar to the proof of the previous theorem. 
Remark 2. Since in (1.4) it is required that g,‘s are to be positive and 
strictly increasing continuous functions only, several choices are available 
for g,‘s. Suppose we let gk(p) =p”, then g,‘s are strictly increasing for /? > 1 
and strictly decreasing for p < 1. Also g,Jp) > 0 for all p in 10, 1 [. Thus, the 
right hand side of the inequality (1.4) for f‘=fk (k = 1, 2, . . . . n) becomes 
c + dHfj(P), where c, d are constants and H{(P) = (l/(2’ B - 1)) 
[Zt= i p& - 11, the entropy of degree fi (giving an inequality for the 
entropy of degree p). 
3. APPLICATION TO MIXED THEORY OF INFORMATION 
In this section, we provide an application of Theorem 1 to determine the 
general solution of the inequality 
,f, gk(Pk)fk(qk> Xk) d i gk(Pk)fk(Pk, Xk). (3.1) 
k=l 
The inequality 
,“, Pkfk(Clk, xk)d c Pkfkbk, xk) 
/;=I 
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arises in connection with the generalized problem of “how to keep the 
(inset) expert honest” [2, IS]. The inequality (3.1) is a generalization of the 
above inequality. Consider the randomized systems of events 
where pi is the probability associated with the event xi(i = 1, 2,..., n; n > 2). 
The events xi are considered as pairwise disjoint elements of a ring of 
subsets B of some given set 52. Let n > 3 and 0: = {(x,, x2, . . . . x,) 1 x, E 
B- (O}, xinx,=O for i#j; i,j= 1, 2, . . . . n, and Q=ur=, xi}. We assume 
throughout this section that B is not an algebra (that is, B does not contain 
U KE B x). 
We now prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let g,: 10, l[ + R be positive and strictly increasing con- 
tinuous functions and fk: 10, 1 [ x B - { 0) + R be real valued functions for 
k = 1,2, . . . . n(n > 3). Then fk and g, satisfy (3.1) for all (pl,p2, . . . . p,) and 
(Sl> 922 ...Y q,)Edz and all (x,, x2, . . . . x,) E 0: if, and only if, there exist 
constants b>O, aE]O,ll[, andfunctions ya:B-{O}-+R (k=1,2,...,n) 
such that 
fhkr x/c) = b s pk dt - + Y/&f) a &f(t) (3.2) 
(x,EB- {0),p,~]O, l[, k= 1, 2, . . . . n). 
Proof. Fixing temporarily xk in (3.1) and using Theorem 1, one obtains 
where 6, a, and yk depend on the event xk E B - (0). As in (2.1), c( and a 
are the same for all fk (k = 1, 2, . . . . n) so also in (3.3) and thus we get 
b(x,) = b(xi), i = 1, 2, . . . . n (3.4) 
and 
4x,) = 4x,), 
where (x,, x2, . . . . x,) E DE. 
i = 1, 2 ,..., n, (3.5) 
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Now we shall show that h and u are constants. Let us consider two 
non-zero arbitrary elements sl, .I’, in B each contained in partitions 
(x, , x1, . . . . .u,,) and (.I’, , )I,, . . . . J,,,) of 5; belonging to D)l’ Without loss 
of generality we may assume .Y, n.r, #O. If .vI no’, =O, then since 
(sl, x2, . . . . .u,,) and (J,,, J’*, . . . . J’,,) are both the partitions of 52, there exists 
an i, such that .yi, n ~1, # 0. By renaming -Y,,~ as .Y, and X, as I,,, we obtain 
a partition satisfying x, no’, # 0. Next, we shall find two partitions of R 
having one set in common. It is not difficult to see that (x1 n J’, ) n xi = 0, 
((xl-y,)ux2)nx,=0 for all ,j>3, and (x,n,v,)n((.~,-~~,)ux~)=O, 
with (xl -~,)ux~, (y,-r,)uy,, x,n.v, are in B-{O}. Thus, 
(x,n~~,(x,-~~,)ux,,.~~ ,...,-Y,,) and (.x,n.~,, t-v,-x,)wy,,y3 ,.... .r,,) 
also belong to 0:. Now using (3.5), we get 
h(x,ny,)=h(x,)= ... =h(x,,)=h(y3)= ... =h(y,)=h(x,)=h(y,). 
Thus b is a constant. Similarly by (3.5), u is found to be a constant. Hence 
we obtain (3.2). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
The following corollaries are obvious from Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 2 (Aczel [ 151). Suppose B is not an algebra. The inequalit~~ 
kIi, Pkf(qk > xk)b i pkf(Pk,xk) 
k=l 
(3.6) 
holds for a ji’xed n 2 3 and for all (x, , x2, . . . . x,,), (y,, yr, . . . . y,,) E Ai if; and 
only ik there exists a constant c 3 0 and a function 7: B - (0} + R such t/tat 
fbk 3 xk) = c log Pk + dxk) 
for all xk E B - (01, pk E 10, I[, k = 1, 2, . . . . n. Thus the right hand side of 
(3.6) reduces to 
(’ i Pk l”gpk + f pk?(-Yk). 
k=l k=l 
(3.7) 
Remark 3. The first term in (3.7) is a constant multiple of the Shannon 
entropy and the second term is the sum of the expected value of a random 
variable [2, 151. In a way (3.7) has the form of an inset entropy. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose B is not an algebra. The inequality 
(3.8) 
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holdsforafixedn~3,~>1,andforall(x,,x, ,..., x,)EDz;(p,,p, ,..., p,), 
(q,, q2, . . . . q,) E A: if, and only if there exists constants d, c and a function 
y:B- (0) +R such that 
d 
f(Pk, x,)=- ‘-fi+y(xk)+c I-pPk 
for all xk E B - {0}, pk E 10, l[. Thus, the right hand side of (3.8) reduces to 
a + b fw) + i PC Y(XkL 
k=l 
where Ha(P) is the entropy of degree fi and a, h are constants. 
Remark 4. Note that, in a way (3.8) has the form of an inset entropy 
of degree j (refer [ 61). 
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